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E-Solutions

here has never been a better time to
evolve our pharmaceutical sales
model beyond the typical rep/physi-
cian interaction. Studies show that
in-person sales visits are declining in

effectiveness. The top 40 pharmaceutical com-
panies in the United States employ about
80,000 sales reps — doubling since 1996 —
but prescribing growth over the same period is
just 15%. 
Research indicates, however, that e-detail-

ing is increasingly effective. A pilot conducted
by Marianne Anderson, marketing manager for
Pfizer, shows that 97% of the physicians found
the e-detail superior to paper-based details for
explaining complex issues. Another study by
Lathian reveals that doctors participating in
two e-detailing sessions increased brand pre-
scribing by 51% more than would be expected
from seasonal variances.
Why are in-person-only visits declining in

impact while e-detailing supported calls are in-
creasing in influence? Reps are bored with de-
livering cookie-cutter presentations and doc-
tors don’t want to hear rehearsed narratives.
Recognizing that without proven outcomes
they won’t have much income, physicians
today want customized solutions that speak di-
rectly to their needs.
How can companies incorporate today’s e-

detailing technologies into doctor visits to re-
vitalize calls and elevate reps from salespeople
presenting canned information to consultants
solving real-world problems? The answer lies
in closed loop marketing delivered via tablets,
such as iPads. 
Companies are beginning to understand the

value iPads add to details. A recent Manhattan
Research study shows that 65% of doctors who
have seen reps this year have seen their iPads,
and reps with iPads are more influential. More
than one-third of doctors say they’d be more
likely to request samples from an iPad-carrying
rep and 29% say they’d be more likely to pre-
scribe.

Maximizing Engagement
How can companies use iPads with closed-

loop marketing to transform the detail experi-
ence and truly engage providers with their
brands? There are 6 keys to success:

1. Ensure practice relevance. 
Take a storytelling approach that allows

providers to determine the presentation’s direc-
tion, so discussions are relevant to each prac-
tice’s real-world situation. What doctors prefer
about e-detailing is that it lets them select the
most pertinent content. 

2. Create a dynamic presentation. 
Support and enhance messages with graph-

ics and animation that reinforce key points.
Leverage the iPad’s functionality to tell the
story — letting doctors sweep, swipe, and
pinch their way to knowledge. 

3. Involve providers in the
 presentation. 
Use surveys, polls, games and other interac-

tive tools to keep physicians interested and en-
gaged and provide real-time learning.

4. Choose the right technology. 
Support the experience with a technology

platform that facilitates pre-call planning,
post-call follow up, meaningful data collection,
insightful analyses, and actionable metrics.

5. Include everyone.
Effective interactions can reach beyond the

doctor to capture the interest of the entire of-
fice, including nurses, physician assistants, and
support staff based on their roles and available
time. 

6. Measure your success.
Know the metrics that matter and measure

them to drive the optimal return on your vi-
sion. We’ve seen clients achieve double-digit
brand preference increases, based on iPad de-
tailing alone.

Improving Patient Support  
When creating e-detailing experiences, re-

member there is one thing all healthcare pro-
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The 6 Keys to Effective e-Detailing:    
OPTIMIZING THE IPAD EXPERIENCE 
WITH CLOSED-LOOP MARKETING

fessionals have in common: the desire to deliver
the most effective treatment and most valuable
guidance to their patients. Use iPads to partner
with providers in improving patient care, edu-
cation and outcomes by developing assets reps
can leave with providers during details.
Providers can use these tools with patients dur-
ing office visits or send them to patients elec-
tronically to keep on their smartphones or in
their inboxes. 
A recent IBM report listing the success fac-

tors for e-detailing puts trust at the top. Don’t
just distribute “data when and where doctors
need it, but help them provide better care with
access to drug information they value and
trust.” 
iPads with closed-loop marketing help

achieve that goal, letting providers improve
care by cascading messages to those who need
it most — their patients. PV



Is your mobile strategy making your brand 
the center of the conversation?
Today, mobile is the gateway to the conversations that matter—among both 

healthcare professionals and consumers. More than half of consumers will not 

recommend a business with a poorly designed mobile site—and 40% turn to a 

competitor if they have a bad mobile experience.* 

Trailblazers in harnessing the power of the digital conversation, ghg can design a 

mobile strategy that keeps both providers and patients engaged with your brand. 

*Source: Google 2012    

Learn more at ghgroup.com, 
or call 212-886-3000.
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